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Florian Bassani – Foreign Organ Builders in Italy:  
a Comparison of Three Biographical Sketches

This article compares the main features of the biographies of three North European 
organ builders who emigrated to Italy, regarding how they integrated into the reali-
ties of their host country both socially and professionally. In spite of their very differ-
ent résumés, the actors also share common ground, manifested above all in the ways 
that they related to the established traditions of Italian organ building.

Michela Berti – Between ›regolamenti‹ and ›musiche straordinarie‹:  
the Presence of Foreign Musicians at San Luigi dei Francesi and Other 
National Churches of Rome

Investigating the musical organisation of Rome’s national churches follows the dual 
interest of seeing them, on the one hand, as main exponents of the grandeur of 
sacred music in Rome and, on the other, as representatives of other ›nations‹ within 
the city. This contribution addresses questions arising from the musical life of the 
confraternities: the presence of ›musician-priests‹ who belonged to the ›nation‹, 
including the problem of status differences between professional and lay musicians; 
the difference between ›musica ordinaria‹ and ›musiche straordinarie‹ and the inte-
gration of whole families of non-native musicians, spanning several generations, into 
Rome’s social network.

Michela Berti and Torsten Roeder – The »Musici« Database.  
An Interdisciplinary Cooperation

The Musici Database is the product of an international and interdisciplinary coop-
eration. Musicologists and computer scientists have been working together on client 
software development, biographical data models, musicological category schemas 
and web visualisation. This process of collaboration has often entailed reconsidering 
the customary points of view of both disciplines. The resulting database was pub-
lished at the end of the project in 2013.
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Diana Blichmann – Mobility and Professionalisation in the Picture:  
Studying the Iconology of Hasse

Two authentic oil paintings, which show Johann Adolf Hasse in a society portrait 
and an individual portrait, provide the basis for an iconographic and iconological 
comparison that examines the German composer’s changing level of professionalisa-
tion following his return from Italy to his home country. Both Hasse’s mobility and 
his social and musical activities in Italy, which conferred an ›Italian identity‹ upon 
him, are seen as the basis of his professional development at the Dresden court.

Daniel Brandenburg – Partenope trionfante: Travellers, Foreign Musicians 
and Naples’ Rise to Become a Centre of Music in the Mid-18th Century

In the second half of the 18th century, Naples was one of the most significant musi-
cal cities in Europe, as testified not least by contemporary travelogues. This was yet 
to be the case during the first decades of the Settecento, as Venice and Rome were 
then still largely the centre of attention for music lovers. Taking a selection of travel 
reports as an example, this contribution shows how Naples gradually began to estab-
lish itself as a top music destination and examines some of the German-speaking 
musical people who stayed there for professional reasons.

David Bryant and Elena Quaranta – Music and Musicians in Late Seven-
teenth- and Early Eighteenth-Century Venice: a Guide for Foreigners

The rather impersonal content of the documentation produced by the republican 
administration and the elimination of non-essential archival materials over the cen-
turies hardly facilitate the proliferation of references to foreign musicians in Venice. 
At the same time, the corporate organization of music-making in Venice probably 
limited the participation of outsiders in institutional events requiring music: for-
eigners appear to have been more welcome as music-lovers – consumers – than as 
music-makers. This theme is illustrated in the context of day-to-day Venetian life 
with reference to the Guida de’ forestieri and Protogiornale veneto perpetuo sacro-profano 
by Vincenzo Coronelli (1650–1718).

Federico Celestini – Music in 17th Century Rome and the European  
Communicative Space

In analyzing cultural transfer, this article focuses on three aspects which are closely 
related to the investigation of musical cultures in the 17th century, namely the multi-
lateral nature of cultural exchange, the relationship between transfer and innovation 
and the combination of plural cultural identities. On the basis of these considera-
tions, a possible definition is developed of what can be described as the European 
communicative space.
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Émilie Corswarem – A Reconstructed Nation: Music and Celebrations 
among the German and Flemish Confraternities in 17th Century Rome

This article takes a look at the ›special festivities‹ which punctuated the routine 
celebrations of three little-studied national confraternities. The aim of the paper is 
to outline the details of these ›foreign‹ celebrations held in Rome; for one thing, 
they were based on exchange between the three institutions and, for another, on the 
regular use of musicians who belonged to the most prominent chapels. In this way, 
the privileged channels and special relationships existing between certain institutions 
become clear; furthermore a few starting points emerge which shed light on how 
musicians in 17th century Rome were able to build up their careers.

Francesco Cotticelli and Paologiovanni Maione – »Abilitarsi negli impieghi 
maggiori«: the Comedian’s Journey from Repertoire to Street Performance

Studies on the emergence and expansion of professionalisation processes in 16th and 
17th century theatre have rightly identified travel as being one of their basic ele-
ments. The high level of mobility of artists and theatre technicians on the old conti-
nent was enacted within a framework which not only gave rise to various channels 
of communication but also to an ever-changing political and cultural geography. It 
also forms the most alluring and complex side of an industry which contributed 
significantly towards the dialogue between nations and to the development of a 
European identity. At the same time, the extent of this contribution is difficult to 
grasp, it changes through space and time and changes – then as now – according to 
the perspective from which one observes, and attempts to critically read, the circula-
tion of people and things across borders.

Caroline Giron-Panel – Foreign Musicians at »Ospedali« in Rome and 
Venice. The Latest Research from an Ongoing Investigation

In the 16th century, a total of four institutions were founded in Rome and Venice 
on the basis of two shared models: the brefotrofio for foundling children and the hos-
pice for the incurably ill. In Venice, where the ospedali housed proper music schools 
right from the beginning of the following century, musical activities emerged that 
became indispensable to the liturgy and developed a life of their own, whereas at 
the institutions in Rome they only took on a more secondary role, remaining firmly 
subordinated to religious requirements. Using unpublished documents on Rome’s 
musical chapels and the role played by the children who made music in them during 
the 17th and 18th centuries, this article attempts to develop approaches with which 
to explain the presence – or absence – of foreign musicians in these establishments, 
drawing a comparison with the more well-documented institutions in Venice.
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Anne-Madeleine Goulet – Marie-Anne and Louise-Angélique de La  
Trémoille. Two French Princesses in Rome (1675–1701) and Their  
Cultural, Artistic and Political Choices

The letters of Marie-Anne de La Trémoille, Princesse des Ursins and the wife of 
Duke Flavio Orsini, who headed the Francophile lobby in Rome, and those of her 
sister Louise-Angélique, Princess of Belmonte and the wife of Prince Antonio Lante 
della Rovere, give evidence about all kinds of musical activities, be they for private 
entertainment or for brilliant social gatherings within their palaces. This paper firstly 
provides a comparative analysis of the two sisters’ socio-cultural profiles. The case 
study then documents how women of the aristocracy could try to use their influence 
among local Roman nobility to support the interests of the French monarchy. The 
last part of the discussion focuses on the theatrical, musical and dance preferences of 
the two sisters, so as to estimate how deeply entrenched their ›national‹ background 
was and to see how each of them organized their patronage in an original way.

Britta Kägler – Von »Geschücklichkeiten«, Pfauenfedern und einem  
»Phonascus« – Collective Biographical Studies of German-speaking  
Musicians in the Italian Musical Centres Venice and Rome (1650–1750)

What information can be compiled about German-speaking musicians on the Italian 
peninsula? How much did the artists, but also their patrons north of the Alps, know 
about the Italian cities? Were travelling musicians specifically given political assign-
ments? A collective biographical approach collates research from archives in Rome, 
Venice and the south of Germany and attempts to determine, in an exemplary and 
comparative fashion, what travelling to Italy meant for German-speaking musicians.

Barbara Nestola – French Music and French Style in the Italian Opera of 
Venice, Rome and Naples (1680–1715)

This contribution examines the diverse presence of French music in the Italian 
opera of Venice, Rome and Naples at the turn of the 17th to the 18th century. This 
includes various forms of expression: from the sporadic attempts to transfer tragédie 
lyrique to the Italian peninsula to the integration of French arias into Italian opera 
and to the growing space occupied there by French dance; the influence of the 
French language on authors such as Melani and Scarlatti is also addressed.

Peter Niedermüller – Musical Style and »Histoire croisée«  
(with Examples from Johann Adolf Hasse)

This contribution approaches the phenomenon of musical style, looking at national 
connotations in particular, from two perspectives. The first part reveals that discus-
sions about style by no means refer to a stable system, but are markedly defined by 
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the perspective of the speaker in question. The second part looks at the musical 
idiom of Hasse’s oratorios, which were received under vastly different conditions 
in the German- and Italian-speaking regions, without undergoing any perceptible 
modification. The main question in focus here is whether this phenomenon can be 
derived from a ›mixed style‹ of music, in the strictest sense of the word.

Élodie Oriol – Foreign Musicians and Dancers in Rome: Societal Contacts 
and Career Paths during the First Half of the 18th Century

Many 18th century musicians and dancers had common experiences of travelling in 
Italy. Alongside Venice, Naples and Bologna, Rome was one of the most popular 
destinations due to its role as the capital city of the Papal State and of Christianity, 
as a world-class centre of culture and the arts, but also thanks to the dynamics of its 
musical activities. This article follows the career paths and forms of societal integra-
tion adopted by some musicians and dancers who spent at least part of their careers 
in Rome during the first half of the 18th century.

Berthold Over – Questions of Style. Alessandro Scarlatti between Venice, 
Naples, Florence and Rome

Alessandro Scarlatti’s Mitridate Eupatore (Venice 1707) must be considered a failure. 
This can be put down to several reasons and cannot solely be reduced to his musi-
cal style, although this was generally seen as problematic at the time. In particular, 
the problem of parochialism – Scarlatti, as a non-Venetian, mounted his opera in 
an opera house which apart from one brief period had been dominated by local 
forces – may have played a role in the rejection of the piece.

Juliane Riepe – Rome as a Stepping Stone for German Musicians Travel-
ling through Italy in the 17th and 18th Centuries. Aspects of a Changing 
Biographical Model

From the second half of the 16th century onwards it was Italy that dominated musi-
cal life in Europe, for at least the next two centuries. Touring Italy at the start of 
a professional career became a successful biographical model for German-speaking 
musicians of the 17th and 18th centuries, but one that was continually changing 
and adapting to suit the new musico-historical conditions. One indicator of this 
transition is the changing role of the city of Rome, as one of the most significant 
destinations en route.
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Graham Sadler and Shirley Thompson – The Italian Roots of  
Marc-Antoine Charpentier’s Chromatic Harmony

Although Italy’s influence on Charpentier’s musical language is widely recognized, 
his adoption of specific chromatic chords and progressions has never been systemati-
cally traced back to its Italian roots. Such harmonic features include the Neapolitan 
sixth, augmented sixth and diminished seventh chords, augmented and diminished 
octaves and quarter-tones. Charpentier’s incorporation of these elements within an 
essentially French style anticipates François Couperin’s réunion des goûts by several 
decades.

Michael Talbot – Et in Italia ego: Musicians and the Experience  
of Italy, 1650–1750

The visits paid to Italy by foreign musicians during the 17th and 18th centuries 
complemented the visits to, and settlement in, their native lands by Italian musicians, 
both arising from the accepted hegemony of Italy in musical matters. The essay 
examines the modalities, purposes and patterns of such visits and longer sojourns on 
the part of musicians, especially composers, arriving from across the Alps or overseas.

Mélanie Traversier – Constructing Musical Fame. Neapolitan Diplomacy 
at the Service of Music during the Reign of Charles of Bourbon

In this article, Mélanie Traversier investigates the connections between music celeb-
rity and cultural diplomacy, with a focus on the Neapolitan case during the reign 
of Charles of Bourbon. The analysis rests on how three things come together: the 
career strategies and, therefore, the geographical mobility of stage professionals who 
had to adapt their migration projects to meet political constraints; the specifics of a 
local music market that was more or less open to foreign artists and the outlines of 
the ›cultural policy‹, if it existed at all, that had been developed by the authorities 
of the host country and of the country of departure. Charles’s government indeed 
used different levels and agents, diplomats and others, to convince foreign talents 
to accept an engagement in their most prestigious music institutions, the foremost 
being the Real Teatro di San Carlo. This was a useful way to develop a Bildpolitik, 
a symbolic policy, whose purpose was to confirm the musical fame of the newly 
independent kingdom.

Stanislav Tuksar – Croatian Musicians in Venice, Rome and Naples during 
the Period 1650–1750

Among musicians from Croatian historical lands, five outstanding personalities from 
the 1650–1750 period are presented in this article: Vicenzo Comneno (1590–1667), 
who was active in Naples; Juraj Križanić (1618–1683) in Rome; Cristoforo Ivano-
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vich (1628–1688), Domenico Giovanni Sebenico (1630/1640–1705) and Giuseppe 
Michele Stratico (1728 – after 1782) in Venice. Sebenico and Stratico were profes-
sional performers and composers, Comneno was an amateur composer and broad-
based humanist, Križanić was a theologian, political writer and amateur music the-
oretician, and Ivanovich was a semi-professional libretto author and opera historian.

Giulia Anna Romana Veneziano – Professional Acceptance Strategies: 
The »Foreign« Musicians in Neapolitan Establishments

This contribution investigates the strategies around foreign musicians gaining accept-
ance in Naples and the system of production in which their employment, and also 
that of music technicians, took place. This analysis of archival material from musical 
establishments (such as the four venerable conservatories) and charitable institutions 
(for example the Pio Monte della Misericordia) offers a new and interesting pano-
rama regarding the integration of foreign musicians in Naples during the period 
examined 1650–1750; it becomes clear that a defensive stance was adopted by the 
Neapolitans working in civic music production who, in view of the fact that income 
could be derived from it, attempted to drive away the foreign supply of labour.

Michael Werner – The History of Music as »Histoire croisée«:  
on the Intertwinings of Musical Life

Based on the finding that studies on the history of transfer of music generally focus 
on concepts of reception and on the intermediaries involved, Michael Werner high-
lights the perceived gaps that result from this approach, taking the example of the 
musical history of the ›long‹ 19th century. In terms of methodology and concepts, 
fundamental questions such as the precise definition of the initial and final entities 
as well as the order categories called for, which should continually be contrasted, 
are also relevant for the musical history of the early modern period. After exploring 
the presence but also the multiplicity of meanings of the ›national‹ in music, and the 
corresponding options for action that go with such varying characterizations, Wer-
ner finally presents some genuinely musico-historical trends of transfer in relation 
to the history of the genre and the types of events. By researching these phenomena 
comparatively and from multiple perspectives, from the vantage point of histoire 
croisée, it becomes possible to uncover concrete interweaving conditions and chains 
of interdependencies of wider developments, such as internationalization, hybridiza-
tion and individualization.
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Harry White – Johann Joseph Fux and the Imperative of Italy

Although the precise circumstances under which Johann Joseph Fux (1660–1741) 
may have studied in Rome remain conjectural, there can be no doubt as to the 
importance of Italian music in the formation of his compositional technique. Schol-
ars have depended on Johann Friedrich Daube’s statement in 1798 that Fux was in 
the service of »a Hungarian bishop« (presumably Leopold Karl von Kollonitsch, 
who mainly resided in Vienna) to attest this possibility, given that Kollonitsch was 
a frequent visitor to Rome. In particular, the influence of Arcangelo Corelli, Ber-
nardo Pasquini and Ottavio Pitoni (all three of whom were connected to the court 
of Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni), has been adduced by Rudolf Flotzinger as a decisive 
factor in Fux’s development as a composer. In this paper, Fux’s ›Roman‹ back-
ground will be considered in relation to the pervasive importance of Italian style at 
the Viennese Court, and also with regard to a notably conservative and doctrinaire 
interpretation of Italian baroque practice.

Gesa zur Nieden – »Ceux qui aiment la musique […] n’ont qu’à aller en 
Italie«. A »Histoire croisée« of French Musicians in Rome in the 17th and 
Early 18th Centuries

This contribution attempts to get to the heart of the asymmetries in the early mod-
ern conceptions of ›French‹ and ›Italian‹ style, by making a systematic comparison 
between written records of music and musical performances in Rome during the 
late 17th and early 18th centuries and the motivations, integration processes and 
musical reception of French musicians who travelled there. While the actors’ politi-
cal, artistic and social intentions were put to greatly varying use, many musical schol-
ars made efforts to establish symmetries in the European context.

Round-table (Jean Boutier, Juan José Carreras, Thierry Favier, Raffaele 
Mellace) – Intersections of Cultural History and History of Music in 
Europe: Methods and Problems for the 17th and 18th Centuries

This final round-table seeks a deeper understanding of the Italian situation, consid-
ered to be a predominant cultural space during this period. It reveals some strong 
contrasts, such as the distinction between the quasi-absence of Spanish musicians 
and the massive presence of German musicians. Some of the latter established them-
selves easily in local milieux and adopted local musical practices. Current research 
views the importance of the differences between musical genres as a key problem. 
Indeed, these provide an entry point from which to analyze the cultural and artistic 
impact of the circulation of musicians in Italy, more in the framework of an ›entan-
gled history‹ than of ›cultural transfers‹.




